Abstract. We extend the unquanti ed set-theoretic fragment discussed in 1] with a restricted form of quanti cation, we prove decidability of the resulting fragment by means of a tableau calculus and we address the e ciency problem of the underlying decision procedure, by showing that the model-checking steps used in 1] are not necessary.
Introduction
In Computable Set Theory, a \core" decidable fragment is Multi-Level Syllogistic (in short MLS), namely the unquanti ed set-theory involving the constant ; (empty set), the operators (union), \ (intersection) and n (set di erence), and the predicates 2 (membership), = (equality) and (set inclusion). Its satis ability decision problem was rst solved in 7], the paper which started the research eld of computable set theory.
Several extensions of MLS were proved decidable, among them Multi-Level Syllogistic with Singleton (in short MLSS), which extends MLS with the singleton operator f g. A decision procedure for MLSS was rst stated as a tableau calculus in 4]. However, it was not until 1997 that the problem of e ciently deciding fragments of set-theory was seriously tackled, when a fast saturation strategy based on interleaving model-checking steps with saturation ones was introduced in 3] for a tableau calculus for MLSS.
In 1] another tableau calculus for MLSS, still based on the model-checking approach, was presented where formulae do not need to be expressed in a normalized form, in contrast to 3], where formulae need a preprocessing normalization phase. The same paper presented also a complete tableau calculus for the ? This work has been partially supported by the C.N.R. of Italy, coordinated project SETA, by M.U.R.S.T. Project \Tecniche speciali per la speci ca, l'analisi, la verica, la sintesi e la trasformazione di programmi", and by project \Deduction in Set Theory: A Tool for Software Veri cation" under the 1999 Vigoni Program. fragment MLSSF, resulting from the extension of MLSS with uninterpreted function symbols. However, the tableau calculus for MLSSF presented in 1] is not a decision procedure, though a promising optimization based on the concept of rigid E-uni cation was given.
Recently, in 5] we have proposed a more e cient strategy which does not require the model-checking steps, though limited to the fragment MLSS. In this paper we apply and further improve the same idea of 5] to the larger fragment MLSSF 8 , which is obtained by extending MLSSF with a restricted form of quanti cation. In contrast with 1], we not only provide a sound and complete tableau calculus for MLSSF 8 , but even a practical saturation strategy which is guaranteed to terminate.
MLSSF 8 is related to the theory presented in 2]. However, the decision procedure described there, which is not stated as a tableau calculus, is highly non-deterministic and not suitable for automation. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the syntax and semantics of MLSSF 8 and we give also some examples to illustrate its expressive power. In Section 3 we present a tableau calculus for MLSSF 8 and introduce some restrictions to the applicability of some of its rules to enforce termina- In our treatment, ::p is considered to be a syntactic variation of p. 2 We recall that a subformula S of a formula F has a positive (resp. negative) polarity if it occurs within an even (resp. odd) number of negation symbols :. It is to be noted, though, that the theory MLSSF 8 is not expressive enough to force in nite models. This will follow as a by-product of the completeness proof. Finally, we conclude by pointing out that in contrast to the language studied in 2], though the MLSSF 8 -language does not deal currently with the interpreted constants N and O (respectively the set of natural numbers and the class of all ordinals), on the other hand it allows, as shown above, to express predicates related to functions (such as idempotent, composition, and left-inverse) which are not expressible in 2].
The Tableau Calculus
The rules of the tableau calculus for MLSSF 8 are listed in Table 3 . Next we de ne how to construct MLSSF 8 -tableaux. De nition 4. Let ' be an MLSSF 8 -formula. An initial tableau for ' is a tree with only one node labeled with '. An MLSSF 8 -tableau for ' is a tableau labeled with MLSSF 8 -formulae, which can be constructed from an initial tableau for ' by a nite number of applications of rules (1){(18) in Table 3 .
Closure conditions must take into account also the semantics of set theory, as the following de nition indicates. A tableau is closed if all its branches are closed. Notice that tableau rules (10) and (12), in combination with the fact that a branch containing the term t 6 t is closed, are used to compute the congruence closure of the equality relation between the terms occurring in the branch.
Ensuring Termination
In order to force termination, some restrictions need to be imposed on the applicability of the rules in Table 3 during the construction of an MLSSF 8 -tableau.
Given an MLSSF 8 -tableau T for a formula ', we make use of the following notation:
{ T ' denotes the collection of ground terms occurring in '; { T (13) (resp. T (18) ) denotes the collection of ground terms introduced on the branch of T by applications of rule (13) We denote with ' i the formula labeling node i, and provide justi cations for the construction of the tableau in Figure 1 Example 2. Figure 2 shows a tableau for the satis able formula (8x @ ? a : x @ ? a t f(a))^(a 6 a t f(a)).
The deductions can be justi ed as follows: Figure 2 , and therefore we postpone this task to the next section.
Proof of Correctness
Our main claim in the present section is that the tableau rules presented in Table 3 , together with a strict saturation strategy restricted only by rules R1{ R6 of Section 3.1, constitute a decision procedure for the theory MLSSF 8 . In order to do so, we need to show termination of any saturation strategy subject to restrictions R1{R6 and prove that the tableau calculus for the theory MLSSF 8 is sound and complete (even in presence of restrictions R1{R6).
Termination
Termination is based on the following elementary lemma, whose proof is omitted for brevity. Lemma 1. Let T be a nite collection of ground terms and n 2 N. Then the number of MLSSF 8 -formulae of degree less than or equal to n which can be constructed using only terms in T is nite (up to renaming of bound variables). Now, let ' be an MLSSF 8 -formula having degree n. Also, let T be the tableau limit for ' constructed by means of rules (1)-(18) of Table 3 , subject to restrictions R1{R6. If T were in nite, then, by K onig's lemma, it would have an in nite branch . In view of the preceding lemma, in order to reach a contradiction it is then enough to show that the number of terms occurring in is nite, since all formulae occurring in must have degree less than or equal to n. Indeed, terms occurring in can be partitioned into the classes T ' , T (13) and T (18) , which have been de ned in Section 3.1. Clearly T ' is nite. Also, jT (13) 
Soundness
Soundness of the MLSSF 8 -calculus follows immediately by inspection of the rules in Table 3 and by observing that all closure conditions listed in De nition 5 are indeed unsatis able. Hence we have the following result Lemma 3. If an MLSSF 8 -formula has a closed tableau then it is unsatis able.
Completeness
As a technical tool we need to de ne the concept of realization, which will be used later to construct models satisfying open and saturated branches. The following lemma states the main properties of realizations.
Lemma 4. Let G = (P T; b @ ?) be a directed acyclic graph, with P \ T = ;. Also, let fu p : p 2 P g and R be respectively a family of sets and the realization of G relative to fu p : p 2 P g and (P; T ). Assume also that u p 6 = Rt, for all p in P and t in P T . Then the following properties hold:
(i) if s b @ ? t then h(s) < h(t), for all s; t in P T ;
(ii) if Rt 1 = Rt 2 then h(t 1 ) = h(t 2 ), for all t 1 ; t 2 in P T ;
(iii) if Rs 2 Rt then h(s) < h(t), for all s; t in P T .
In our proof of completeness, we also rely on the following notation and terminology. R : a realization of G relative to the bipartition (P 0 ; T 0 ) and to sets u t , for t 2 P 0 , each satisfying the requirements that u t 6 = R 0 t , for all t in P 0 and t 0 in P 0 T 0 , and that u t1 = u t2 if and only if the literal t 1 t 2 occurs in ; 5 M : the set model de ned by M c = R c, for each uninterpreted constant c, and f M (a) = fR s : s @ ? f(t) is in , for some term t such that R t = ag fu f(t) : R t = a and f(t) 2 P 0 g, for each uninterpreted function symbol f and for each a in V. De nition 9. Given a branch of a tableau for ', the realization R is said to be coherent if R t = M t, for all t in P T ' .
Before entering into the details of the completeness proof, let us return to Example 2. For completeness, we repeat here also the de nitions of T', T (13) , and T (18) which were given at the beginning of Section 3.1.
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It can easily be shown that it is always possible to choose such ut's.
Returning to the completeness proof, let ' be an MLSSF 8 -formula, and let T be a saturated tableau for it. If T is closed, we have already observed in Section 4.2 that ' must be unsatis able. So let us assume that T is not closed.
Hence it must contain an open and saturated branch . To prove completeness, it is enough to show that ' must be satis able. In fact, we will show that the assignment M must satisfy the open branch .
The following lemma can be proved by induction on the number of applications of rules (1)- (18) in Table 3 .
Lemma 5. If a literal s @ ? t occurs in a branch and s is a term in T (18) , then there exists a term s 0 in T ' T (13) such that the literal s s 0 is in .
We rst show in the following lemma that the realization R models correctly all literals in an open and saturated branch , provided that terms are just considered as \complex names" for constants (namely operators are not interpreted). (ii) if t 1 t 2 occurs in , then R t 1 = R t 2 ;
(iii) if t 1 6 t 2 occurs in , then R t 1 6 = R t 2 ; (iv) if s 6 @ ? t occurs in , then R s = 2 R t.
Proof. (i) Immediate.
(ii) Let t 1 t 2 but R t 1 6 = R t 2 and without loss of generality suppose that there is some a such that a 2 R t 1 and a = 2 R t 2 . If t 1 2 P 0 it might be the case that a = u t1 , and, by construction of R , t 2 would be in P 0 and u t1 = u t2 in R t 2 . If instead that is not the case, or if t 1 is in T 0 , then there exists an s such that R s = a and s @ ? t 1 occurs in . Since is saturated, s @ ? t 2 must also occur in , and by (i) a = R s 2 R t 2 , a contradiction. (iii) Let t 1 6 t 2 be in but R t 1 = R t 2 . Without loss of generality we can assume that t 1 ; t 2 2 T ' , because otherwise would contain a literal t 0 1 6 t 0 2 with t 0 1 ; t 0 2 in T ' and such that t 1 t 0 1 and t 2 t 0 2 are in ; then t 0 1 6 t 0 2 could play the role of t 1 6 t 2 in the following discussion (notice that if t 1 (resp. t 2 ) were in P 0 then t 1 (resp. t 2 ) would contain among its elements a distinctive set u t1 (resp. u t2 ) which would force Rt 1 6 = Rt 2 ). By Lemma 4
we have h(t 1 ) = h(t 2 ). We proceed by induction on h(t 1 ). In the base case (h(t 1 ) = 0) we reach a contradiction, since by saturation there is some s such that either s @ ? t 1 (t 1 u t 2 ) . In the latter case s 0 6 s 00 occurs in , and therefore R s 0 6 = R s 00 , a contradiction.
Concerning (b), suppose that a 2 R (f(t)). If a = u f(t) (which may happen only if f(t) 2 P 0 ) then, by construction of f M , a 2 f M (R t), and by induction hypothesis a 2 f M (M t) = M (f(t)). Otherwise, there exists a term s such that R s = a and s @ ? f(t) occurs in . By de nition of f M , a 2 f M (R t) and, again by induction hypothesis, a 2 f M (M t) = M (f(t)). Conversely, if a 2 M (f(t)) then a 2 f M (M t), and by induction hypothesis a 2 f M (R t). Now there are two cases to consider: (b 1 ) there exists a term t 0 such that R t = R t 0 and a = u f(t 0 ) , and (b 2 ) there exist terms s; t 0 such that R s = a; R t = R t 0 and the literal s @ ? f(t 0 ) is in . In case (b 1 ), by saturation, either t t 0 occurs in (and the claim would hold since u f(t) = u f(t 0 ) and u f(t) 2 R f(t)), or t 6 t 0 occurs in (which would lead to a contradiction). In case (b 2 ), by saturation either t t 0 or t 6 t 0 occurs in . In the former case f(t) f(t 0 ) is in , as well as s @ ? f(t), and therefore a 2 R (f(t)). In the latter case R t 6 = R t 0 , a contradiction.
The following lemma concludes the proof of completeness.
Lemma 8. If is an open and saturated branch in a tableau for ', then it is satis able, and indeed it is satis ed by M .
Proof. First notice that, by combining together Lemmas 6 and 7, it follows that M j =`, for each literal`occurring in . Proceeding by induction on the degree of formulae in , it is easy to see that even formulae of the form p^q and : (p^q) are satis ed by M . Therefore, it remains to show that each formula of the form 8x @ ? t : ' is satis ed by M (notice that formulae of the form :(8x @ ? t : ') cannot occur in ).
Thus, suppose by contradiction that a formula 8x @ ? t : is in , but M 6 j = 8x @ ? t : . Then there exists a set a 2 M t such that M fx7 !ag 6 j = . 6 Since, by Lemma 
E ciency Issues
We rst discuss some possible optimizations to the tableau calculus presented in the previous sections. Then, we compare our approach with those used in 1] and 3].
Minimizing the Branching Factor
It is possible to considerably lower the branching factor of a tableau constructed by means of the rules (1)-(18) of Table 3 by adopting the KE calculus, a tableau calculus with analytic cut introduced in 6]. As noticed in 6], Smullyan's tableaux su er some anomalies. These can be solved by adopting an approach based on the calculus KE, which forces branches to be mutually exclusive andSmullyan's tableaux. Let us now show how the splitting rules (1), (13), and (17) in Table 3 can be redesigned, in order to make branches mutually exclusive (notice that cut rules (14) and (15) do not need to be changed). It is not di cult to x rule (1), by substituting it with the rules s @ ? t 1 by restriction R4. (The part relative to the set di erence operator ? closely reminds rule (11) in 3]). Therefore, we can expect that the size of the tableau built with the new approach is not greater than the size of the tableau built with the old approach. Now, which is the new cost for deciding cuts? In the previous approach, deciding a cut is very costly, since one has to build a model and verify that the model satis es the branch. Instead, in the new approach it is possible to decide more e ciently which cut to apply, provided that suitable information is collected in the linear saturation phase. 7 For instance, it could be enough to maintain a list L of pending cuts of the form { t 1 occurs in a branch (other types of literals could be handled similarly). When is linearly saturated, and possibly after a closure check, it is enough to choose arbitrarily an element from L and apply the relative cut rule.
Conclusion and Future Developments
We have presented a sound and complete tableau calculus for the fragment MLSSF 8 , which extends MLSSF with a restricted form of quanti cation. We have also provided a saturation strategy which is guaranteed to terminate. The basic idea is the same as in 5], but applied to a more general case.
We plan to extend our approach to admit also the constants N and O, which allow one to state interesting facts about natural numbers and ordinals (cf. 2]). We also plan to extend our approach to other fragments of set theory (cf. 4]). 7 The linear saturation phase consists in the exhaustive application of all the rules in Table 3 except the splitting ones.
